Birch Run Speedway Power Wheels Rules
Power Wheels Racing Rules Power Wheels are for kids 3-9 years old. We will have 2 age groups: 3-5-year-olds
and 6-9-year-olds. We will use the Mini Wedge Track for the race. Laps and size of heats to be determined.
Pre-Registration and minor release form completed to enter pits. This is required.

1.) Driver only no passengers.
2.) Helmets are required, bicycle helmets permitted.
3.) Shoes or sneakers required, no open toed shoes.
4.) Sit in vehicles only, no tractors, motorcycles or 4 wheelers. Remember the vehicles will bump into each other.
5.) You may alter the power wheels to appear like a realistic race vehicle. Only appearances can be altered.
Numbers required on sides of vehicle. We will place numbers on them if there is none.
6.) Seat belts required.
7.) Electric motor must remain factory and stock. You may replace the battery with a lawn mower battery, limited to
6-12 volts only. Please mount it where the original battery mounts if possible. If it cannot be mounted in original
mounts keep in a contained area away from child. Please keep the safety of our children in mind.
8.) No screw, fluid or concrete, ect. in the tires.
9.) Doors, hoods, tailgates and trunks must be zip tied or duct taped closed.
10.) Please make sure that there are no sharp or pointy areas on power wheels.
11.) Factory plastic bumpers must remain original and in place, do not reinforce the body.
12.) You may wrap tires in duct tape.
13.) One parent will be allowed on the track with their child during the event.
14.) If a child gets out of the power wheel during the event, that child is out of the event.
15.) All Children must have a signed minor release consent form and minor release of liability form from a parent or
guardian and will be available at registration.
16.) This is for the kids! Don’t overdo it. Only happy, smiling parents and kids allowed on the racing surface.
17.) Starting order for the races will be by random chip draw. Standing start. 3 laps.
18.) Must stay on the asphalt mini wedge surface for entire race. No shortcuts through the grass or cutting corners.
19.) Trophies for Top 3 awarded after the events.

Check www.birchrunracing.com for latest updates.

Email jeffparish@birchrunracing.com with any questions

